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While I support the Commission's decision to submit this report to 
(;ongres8, I want to stress the tentative nature of our conclusions and to point 
qut that the title, "Final Report," is somewhat misleading. I do not share the 
assurance of some of my colleagues, for example, that a government repre
s'entative on the Comsat delegations to INTELSAT and INMARSAT is ne c essary or 
even desirable. Nor am I convinced that the stringent degree of separation 
between Comsat Global and Coms.at Labs is requir e d. 

The Final Report concludes that a government representative on the 
Corns at delegations is nece s sary to as sure public intere st repre sentation to 
"protect" Comsat from unjustified charges of self-dealing in its relationships 
with foreign entities. I have some trouble understanding how Com!3at's role in 
INTELSAT over the past eigtlteen years justifies this new-found concern about its ser
vice or its protection. INTELSAT is a success by virtually any standard and a 
r ,.pusing succe ss measure~ by the standards enunciated in the Communications 
Sp.tellite Act. It is paradoxical that Comsat which has performed its role so 
well, now requires the ac"tive participation of one or more government bureau-, 
c'rats who with encyclopedic knowledge of international affairs and purity of 
h~art will somehow deliver Comsat from any t~nlptation to which it may succumb. 
I'm somewhat concerned that this government phrticipation will fundamentally alter 
tq'e character of Comsat's relationship with its foreign counterparts in a system 
which has served the country very well. 

I want to emphasize that any consideration of the need for a government 
re,presentative on Coms at delegations should be strictly limited to Comsat through 
the legislation which brought it into being. Comsat is, indeed, a unique organi~ 
zation and may require unique treatment with regard to government representation. 
I ,would oppose any such governmental involvement in the foreign dealings of other 
pl;'ivate business firms. 

I recognize that we are entering a new era in international communications 
and that some adjustments may be needed. Indeed, I have some enthusiaS1Tl in 
approving most of the structural changes the staff has proposed and the C()mmi ssion 
has adopted. I continue to question the degree of separation we have proposed be
tween Comsat Global and COlTlSat Labs. My concern is somewhat relieved by verbal 
assurances of the tentative nature of our proposals stated during our open ITleeting. 

Thus, despite certain misgivings, I support the Comlnission's position and 
urge the Congress to give careful consideration to our proposals. I do so with the 

w belief that any of our proposals which require legislation will receive intense 
scrutiny by our elected representatives before final action is taken. 

Therefore, I concur. 


